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1 Introduction

The elegant notion of a space with walls was introduced by Haglund and Paulin
[6]. Prototypical examples of spaces with walls are CAT(0) cube complexes,
introduced by Gromov in [5]. The purpose of this note is to observe that every
space with walls has a canonical embedding in a CAT(0) cube complex and,
consequently, a group action on a space with walls extends naturally to a group
action on a CAT(0) cube complex. The usefulness of this result is that spaces
with walls are often easily identi�able by geometric reasons.

The cubulation of a space with walls, as we call it, is an abstract version of
a construction introduced by Sageev [11] for the purpose of relating multi-
ended pairs of groups to essential actions on CAT(0) cube complexes. Sageev’s
construction is further explored by Niblo and Roller in [7], where an essential
group action on a CAT(0) cube complex is shown to imply the failure of
Kazhdan’s property (T) (see also [8]). Roller’s detailed study [10] formulates
Sageev’s construction in the language of median algebras (see also [4]). Finally,
a version of Sageev’s construction, where a CAT(0) cube complex arises from
a system of halfspaces in a complex, is considered by Niblo and Reeves [9], for
Coxeter groups, and by Wise [12], for certain small cancellation groups.

Some of the papers cited above ([11], [7], [9]) take the point of view that the
primitive data for constructing a CAT(0) cube complex is a partially ordered
set with an order-reversing involution, with certain discreteness and nesting
assumptions �a la Dunwoody, which is to become the system of halfspaces in the
cube complex. However, a space with walls comes in handy when a suitable
connected component needs to be speci�ed.
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The cubulation of a space with walls comprises two steps, according to the
following scheme:

space with walls −−−−! median graph −−−−! CAT(0) cube complex

In the �rst step, which is our main objective, a space with walls X is embedded
in a median graph C1(X), called the \1{cubulation of the space with walls X ".
The second step is based on the fact that any median graph is the 1{skeleton
of a unique CAT(0) cube complex. Explicitly, the step from the median graph
C1(X) to a CAT(0) cube complex C(X) consists of \�lling in" isometric copies
of euclidean cubes by inductively adding an n{dimensional cube whenever its
(n− 1){skeleton is present; see [11, x3], [3, x6], [10, Thm.10.3], [12, x5].

Our result is:

Theorem Let X be a space with walls. There exists an injective morphism
of spaces with walls

X
�−−−−! C1(X)

where C1(X) is a connected median graph, and �(X) \spans" C1(X), in the
sense that no proper subgraph of C1(X) containing �(X) is median.

Spaces with walls and their morphisms are de�ned in Section 2. Median graphs
are de�ned in Section 3, where we prove that they are spaces with walls. The
main construction is presented in Section 4, where we also show that any group
action on a space with walls has a unique extension to a group action on its
1{cubulation.

Finally, we would like to draw the reader’s attention to a di�erent account of
the cubulation procedure, described independently by Chatterji and Niblo [2].

Acknowledgements I am grateful to Dani Wise for suggesting the problem,
as well as for constructive comments that have improved the content of this
paper. This work has been supported by NSERC.

2 Spaces with walls

We recall the de�nition of a space with walls. We also introduce the natural
notion of morphism of spaces with walls.
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De�nition 2.1 Let X be a set. A wall in X is a partition of X into 2 subsets
called halfspaces. We say that X is a space with walls if X is endowed with
a collection of walls, containing the trivial wall f;;Xg, and so that any two
distinct points are separated by a �nite, non-zero number of walls. Note that a
wall separates two distinct points x; y 2 X if x belongs to one of the halfspaces
determined by the wall, while y belongs to the other halfspace.

A morphism of spaces with walls is a map f : X ! X 0 between spaces with
walls with the property that f−1(A0) is a halfspace of X for each halfspace A0

of X 0 .

A minor di�erence between the original de�nition from [6] and the de�nition
given above is that we insist on the presence of the trivial wall. This modi�ca-
tion is needed for a morphism of spaces with walls to be well-de�ned. Another
reason is that halfspaces arise naturally in the presence of an underlying con-
vexity structure: a halfspace is a convex set whose complement is convex. In
such a context, the trivial wall is always present.

A space with walls X becomes a metric space by de�ning the distance between
two points to be the number of walls separating them: dw(x; y) =

��W (x; y)
�� ,

where W (x; y) denotes the set of walls separating x and y . For the triangle
inequality observe that, given x; y; z , a wall separating x and y has to separate
either x from z , or z from y , i.e., W (x; y) � W (x; z) [W (z; y). We obtain:
dw(x; y) =

��W (x; y)
�� � ��W (x; z)

��+ ��W (z; y)
�� = dw(x; z) + dw(z; y). We call dw

the wall metric on X .

A group acts on a space with walls X by permuting the walls. Consequently,
it acts by isometries on (X; dw).

3 Median graphs

Median graphs are well documented in graph-theoretic literature. See [3, x4]
for a list of papers on median graphs. Unless otherwise speci�ed, graphs are
henceforth assumed to be connected, simplicial, in the sense that they have
no loops or multiple edges, and equipped with the path metric. The geodesic
interval [x; y] determined by the vertices x and y is the collection of vertices
lying on a shortest path from x to y .

De�nition 3.1 A graph is median if, for each triple of vertices x, y , z , the
geodesic intervals [x; y], [y; z], [z; x] have a unique common point.
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Trees are elementary examples of median graphs. The 1{skeleton of the square
tiling of the plane is median whereas the 1{skeletons of the hexagonal and
triangular tilings are not.

Lemma 3.2 In a median graph the geodesic intervals are �nite.

Proof Induction on the distance between vertices. Consider two vertices x; y
and let Z denote the collection of those neighbors of y that are in [x; y]. As
[x; y] n fyg � [z2Z [x; z] with each [x; z] �nite by the induction hypothesis, it
su�ces to show that Z is �nite.

Nodes in Z are pairwise distance 2 apart. Fix a 2 Z and let m(z) = m(x; a; z)
for every z 2 Z . See Figure 1.

x

a

y

z

m(z)

Figure 1: Finiteness of geodesic intervals in a median graph

The mapping z 7! m(z) from Z to [x; a] is injective: if m(z) = m(z0) = m for
distinct z; z0 2 Z then both m and y are medians for the triple a; z; z0 . The
�niteness of Z follows now from the �niteness of [x; a].

Median graphs are instances of median algebras, which can be described as in-
terval structures that enjoy a tripod-like condition. Median algebras can also be
de�ned as sets with a ternary operation x; y; z 7! m(x; y; z), called the median
operation, that satis�es certain axioms. The latter point of view is adopted in
[1] and [10], which we suggest as supplements to our brief presentation.

De�nition 3.3 A median algebra is a set X with an interval assignment
(x; y) 7! [x; y], mapping pairs of points in X to subsets of X , so that for
all x; y; z 2 X the following are satis�ed:

� [x; x] = fxg

� if z 2 [x; y] then [x; z] � [x; y]

� [x; y], [y; z], [z; x] have a unique common point, denoted m(x; y; z)
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A subset A � X is convex if [x; y] � A for all x; y 2 A. A subset A � X is a
halfspace if both A and Ac = X n A are convex.

A morphism of median algebras is a map f : X!X 0 between median algebras
that is \betweenness preserving", in the sense that f

(
[x; y]

�
�
�
f(x); f(y)

�
for

all x; y 2 X .

De�nition 3.4 A median algebra is discrete if every interval is �nite.

Example 3.5 (Boolean median algebra) Any power set P(X) is a median
algebra under the interval assignment

(A;B) 7! [A;B] = fC : A \B � C � A [Bg

with (A\B)[(B\C)[(C\A) = (A[B)\(B[C)\(C[A) being the boolean
median of A, B , C . The signi�cance of this example is that any median algebra
is isomorphic to a subalgebra of a boolean median algebra.

In general, a boolean median algebra P(X) is far from discrete. We say that
A;B � X are almost equal if their symmetric di�erence A4B = (AnB)[(BnA)
is �nite; this de�nes an equivalence relation on P(X). An almost equality class
of P(X) is a discrete median algebra.

A crucial feature of halfspaces in median algebras is that they separate disjoint
convex sets, in the sense that for all disjoint convex sets C1; C2 there is a
halfspace A so that C1 � A and C2 � Ac . See [10, x2] for a proof. The walls of
a median algebra are pairs of complementary halfspaces, so every two distinct
points can be separated by walls. However, the number of walls separating two
distinct points may be in�nite, as it is the case with R-trees.

We now show that discrete median algebras can be viewed as spaces with walls
and, correspondingly, morphisms of discrete median algebras can be viewed as
morphisms of spaces with walls (Prop.3.7, equivalence of a) and c)).

Proposition 3.6 Any discrete median algebra is a space with walls.

Proof We need to show that, for every x; y 2 X , the set W (x; y) of walls
separating x and y is �nite. We argue by induction that

��W (x; y)
�� � ��[x; y]

��−1.

Suppose
��[x; y]

�� = 2, i.e., [x; y] = fx; yg. Assume there are two walls separating
x and y : x 2 A, y 2 Ac and x 2 B , y 2 Bc . Say B * A and let z 2 B n A.
Then either m(x; y; z) = x, yielding x 2 Ac , or m(x; y; z) = y , yielding y 2 B .
Both are impossible.
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Suppose
��[x; y]

�� > 2 and let z 2 [x; y] n fx; yg. Then [x; z] [ [z; y] � [x; y] and
[x; z]\ [z; y] consists of a single point, z , as [x; z]\ [z; y] = [x; z]\ [z; y]\ [x; y].
Using the induction step we obtain:��W (x; y)

�� � ��W (x; z)
��+ ��W (z; y)

�� � ��[x; z]��− 1 +
��[z; y]

��− 1 �
��[x; y]

��− 1

Proposition 3.7 Let f : X ! X 0 be a map, where X and X 0 are median
algebras. The following are equivalent:

(a) f([x; y]) � [f(x); f(y)] for all x; y 2 X

(b) f−1(C 0) is convex in X whenever C 0 is convex in X 0

(c) f−1(A0) is a halfspace in X whenever A0 is a halfspace in X 0

(d) f
(
m(x; y; z)

�
= m

(
f(x); f(y); f(z)

�
for all x; y; z 2 X

Proof This is a straightforward exercise in median reasoning.

(a) ) (b): Follows from the de�nition of convexity.

(b) ) (c): Apply (b) to both A0 and X 0 nA0 .

(c) ) (d): Assume f
(
m(x; y; z)

�
6= m

(
f(x); f(y); f(z)

�
for some x; y; z 2 X .

Then f
(
m(x; y; z)

�
2 A0 and m

(
f(x); f(y); f(z)

�
2 X 0 n A0 for some halfspace

A0 in X 0 . The latter implies, by the convexity of A0 , that at least two of
ff(x); f(y); f(z)g, say f(x) and f(y), are in X 0 n A0 i.e. x; y 2 f−1(X 0 n A0).
Then m(x; y; z) 2 f−1(X 0 n A0) as well, which is a contradiction.

(d) ) (a): Let z 2 [x; y], that is m(x; y; z) = z . Then f(z) 2 [f(x); f(y)]
since m

(
f(x); f(y); f(z)

�
= f

(
m(x; y; z)

�
= f(z).

The vertex set of a median graph, equipped with the interval structure given
by the geodesic intervals, is a discrete median algebra. The converse holds as
well: every discrete median algebra arises as the vertex set of a median graph.
Thus discrete median algebras are precisely the 0{skeletons of median graphs.
This fact, which appears as a special case of our construction (Cor.4.10), relates
Chepoi’s result [3] that the 1{skeletons of CAT(0) cube complexes are precisely
the median graphs, to Roller’s result [10, Thm.10.3], that the 0{skeletons of
CAT(0) cube complexes are precisely the discrete median algebras.
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4 From spaces with walls to median graphs

We are now ready to prove the main result:

Theorem 4.1 Let X be a space with walls. There exists an injective mor-
phism of spaces with walls

X
�−−−−! C1(X)

where C1(X) is a connected median graph, and �(X) \spans" C1(X), in the
sense that no proper subgraph of C1(X) containing �(X) is median.

The core idea, which arises naturally in a variety of contexts, can be summarized
as follows: given a space, we identify its points with the principal ultra�lters
and then we suitably add other ultra�lters. In our case, the suitable ultra�lters
are the almost principal ultra�lters. Here are the precise details.

De�nition 4.2 Let X be a space with walls. An ultra�lter on X is a
nonempty collection ! of halfspaces that satis�es the following conditions:

� A 2 ! and A � B imply B 2 !

� either A 2 ! or Ac 2 ! but not both

Intuitively, an ultra�lter is a coherent orientation of the walls. Note that every
ultra�lter contains X . The easiest to single out are the principal ultra�lters,
de�ned for every x 2 X to be the collection �x of halfspaces containing x.

If !1 , !2 are ultra�lters then elements of the symmetric di�erence !14!2 come
in pairs fA;Acg, so we may think of them as being walls. For distinct x and
y , the set �x4�y describes the walls separating x and y , hence it is �nite and
nonempty.

Consider the graph Γ whose vertices are the ultra�lters on X , and the edges
are de�ned by: !1 is adjacent to !2 if 1

2

��!14!2

�� = 1 i.e. !1 and !2 di�er by
exactly a wall. In general Γ is highly disconnected. The connectivity of Γ is
described in the following statement.

Lemma 4.3 There is a path in Γ connecting !1 and !2 i� !14!2 is �nite.
In fact, the distance between !1 and !2 is 1

2

��!14!2

��, which is the number of
walls by which !1 and !2 di�er.
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Proof Suppose !1 = �1; : : : ; �m+1 = !2 is a path connecting !1 to !2 . Then

1
2

��!14!2

�� =
1
2

��(�14�2)4 : : :4(�m4�m+1)
�� � mX

i=1

1
2

���i4�i+1

�� = m

Conversely, suppose !14!2 is �nite. Let !14!2 = fA1; : : : ; An; A
c
1; : : : ; A

c
ng

where Ai 2 !1 n!2 and Aci 2 !2 n!1 . We may assume that each Ai is minimal
in fAi; : : : ; Ang, and we de�ne �1 = !1 , �i+1 = �i4fAi; Acig for 1 � i � n.
Note that �n+1 = !2 .

We claim that each �i is an ultra�lter. Since �i+1 is obtained from �i by
exchanging Ai for Aci , and since exchanging a minimal halfspace in an ultra�lter
for its complement results in an ultra�lter, we are left with showing that Ai
is minimal in �i . Suppose there is B 2 �i , B ( Ai . Then B =2 !2 because
Ai =2 !2 . As

�i =
(
!1 n fA1; : : : ; Ai−1g

�
[ fAc1; : : : ; Aci−1g

we necessarily have B 2 !1 n fA1; : : : ; Ai−1g. We obtain B 2 fAi; : : : ; Ang
which contradicts the fact that Ai is minimal in fAi; : : : ; Ang.

It follows that the principal ultra�lters lie in the same connected component
of Γ, denoted C1(X). The vertices of C1(X) are the ultra�lters ! for which
!4�x is �nite for some (every) principal ultra�lter �x . We call them almost
principal ultra�lters.

A helpful description of the geodesic intervals in C1(X) is the following:

Lemma 4.4 Let !; !1; !2 be almost principal ultra�lters. Then:

! 2 [!1; !2], !1 \ !2 � ! , ! � !1 [ !2

Proof Since !14! and !24! are �nite, we have:

! 2 [!1; !2] ,
��!14!

��+
��!4!2

�� =
��!14!2

�� =
��(!14!)4(!4!2)

��
, (!4!1) \ (!4!2) = ; , !1 \ !2 � ! � !1 [ !2

The equivalence !1\!2 � ! , ! � !1 [!2 holds for arbitrary ultra�lters.

Proposition 4.5 C1(X) is a median graph.

Proof Since geodesic intervals in C1(X) are of the boolean type described in
Example 3.5, the median in C1(X) of a triple of vertices !1 , !2 , !3 , has to be
the boolean median

m(!1; !2; !3) = (!1 \ !2) [ (!2 \ !3) [ (!3 \ !1) :
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We thus claim that m(!1; !2; !3) is a vertex in C1(X). Note that m(!1; !2; !3)
is an ultra�lter whenever !1 , !2 , !3 are ultra�lters. On the other hand, as
!1 \ !2 � m(!1; !2; !3) � !1 [ !2 , we have that m(!1; !2; !3)4!2 � !14!2

so m(!1; !2; !3)4!2 is �nite. Hence m(!1; !2; !3) is almost principal.

In order to show that the injective map � : X! C1(X) given by x 7! �x is the
required embedding, we �rst need to understand the wall structure of C1(X).

Proposition 4.6 There is a bijective correspondence between the halfspaces
of X and the halfspaces of C1(X) given by

A 7! HA = f! 2 C1(X) : A 2 !g

Proof Note that the complement of HA is C1(X) nHA = HAc and each HA

is convex: if ! 2 [!1; !2] with !1; !2 2 HA , then A 2 !1 \ !2 � ! , hence
! 2 HA . Thus HA is a halfspace in C1(X) for every halfspace A in X , which
shows that the map is well-de�ned.

The map is injective since �x is in HA i� x 2 A, i.e., �−1(HA) = A.

We show that the map is surjective. Note that H; = ; and HX = C1(X). Let
H be a proper halfspace in C1(X). Pick ! 2 H , !0 =2 H and consider a path
! = !0; : : : ; !n = !0 connecting them. Then H cuts an edge in the path, in
the sense that !i 2 H and !i+1 =2 H for some i. Suppose the edge !i!i+1

is obtained by exchanging A 2 !i for Ac 2 !i+1 . We claim that H = HA .
If ! 2 HA , that is A 2 ! , then !i � !i+1 [ ! , i.e., !i 2 [!i+1; !]. We get
! 2 H , since otherwise the convexity of C1(X) nH would imply !i =2 H . Thus
HA � H . Similarly HAc � C1(X) n H , which by complementation becomes
H � HA .

We obtain a bijective correspondence between the walls of X and the walls of
C1(X) given by fA;Acg 7! fHA;HAcg.

Corollary 4.7 On C1(X), the wall metric and the path metric coincide.

Proof Let !1 , !2 be vertices in C1(X). The wall metric counts the walls
fHA;HAcg in C1(X) separating !1 , !2 . A wall fHA;HAcg separates !1 , !2

i� fA;Acg 2 !14!2 . The path metric counts the walls fA;Acg in !14!2 .

Proposition 4.8 The map � : X ! C1(X) given by x 7! �x is an injective
morphism of spaces with walls, and an isometric embedding when X is equipped
with the wall metric.
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Proof � is a morphism of spaces with walls since each halfspace in C1(X) is
of the form HA for some halfspace A in X , and �−1(HA) = A. We have that
dw(x; y) = 1

2

���x4�y�� and the right-hand side is the distance between �x and
�y in C1(X).

Proposition 4.9 As a discrete median algebra, C1(X) is generated by the
principal ultra�lters f�x : x 2 Xg.

Proof Let M � C1(X) be the median subalgebra generated by f�x : x 2 Xg.
We proceed by contamination, assuming that ! 2 M and !!0 is an edge
in C1(X), and proving that !0 2 M . Suppose the edge !!0 is obtained by
exchanging Ac 2 ! for A 2 !0 . Let � 2M \HA be closest to ! . See Figure 2.

ω
σ

x

HA

ζ
ω’

Figure 2: The principal ultra�lters span

We claim that � = !0 . First, note that � 2 [!; �x] for all x 2 A, since otherwise
m(!; �; �x) would be closer to ! . Second, !0 2 [!; �]. Hence � 2 [!0; �x], i.e.,
� � !0 [ �x for all x 2 A. If there is B 2 � n !0 then B 2 �x for all x 2 A, so
A � B and hence B 2 !0 , which is a contradiction. Thus � � !0 , so � = !0 .

In particular, any discrete median algebra is isomorphic to a median graph.

Corollary 4.10 If X is a discrete median algebra then � : X ! C1(X) is a
median isomorphism.

Proof One checks directly that m(�x; �y; �z) = �m(x;y;z) . As f�x : x 2 Xg is
closed under the median operation, it equals C1(X), in other words � is onto.
Being a bijective morphism of spaces with walls between median algebras, � is
a median isomorphism.

Finally, we consider the problem of extending a group action on X to a group
action on C1(X).
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Proposition 4.11 Given a morphism of spaces with walls f : X!X 0 , there
exists a unique median morphism f� : C1(X)!C1(X 0) such that the following
diagram commutes:

X
f−−−−! X 0

�X

??y ??y�X0
C1(X)

f�−−−−! C1(X 0)

Proof Uniqueness is clear: a median morphism that makes the above diagram
commute is determined on f�x : x 2 Xg, which spans C1(X).

For the existence part, note that the condition f�(�x) = �f(x) can be expressed
as f�(�x) = fA0 � X 0 halfspace : f−1(A0) 2 �xg. This suggests the following
de�nition:

f�(!) = fA0 � X 0 halfspace : f−1(A0) 2 !g

Let us check that f� is well-de�ned. First, f�(!) is an ultra�lter on X 0 whenever
! is an ultra�lter on X . Second, f�(!1)4f�(!2) is �nite whenever !14!2 is
�nite, since

f�(!1)4f�(!2) = fA0 � X 0 halfspace : f−1(A0) 2 !14!2g

and the equation f−1(A0) = A, for a given proper halfspace A of X , has �nitely
many solutions: picking x 2 A, y 2 Ac , any solution separates f(x) from f(y).

To show that f� is a median morphism, one immediately sees that f� preserves
the boolean median. Alternatively, one may show that f� is a morphism of
spaces with walls. Indeed, recall that every halfspace in C1(X 0) is of the form
HA0 = f!0 2 C1(X 0) : A0 2 !0g for some halfspace A0 in X 0 . Then f−1

� (HA0) is
a halfspace in C1(X):

f−1
� (HA0) = f! 2 C1(X) : f�(!) 2 HA0g = f! 2 C1(X) : A0 2 f�(!)g

= f! 2 C1(X) : f−1(A0) 2 !g = Hf−1(A0)

Note that f� need not be a graph morphism.

It follows that every automorphism of spaces with walls f : X!X has a unique
extension to a median automorphism, hence a graph automorphism as well,
f� : C1(X)!C1(X) given by f�(!) = f(!). Thus a group action on a space
with walls X naturally extends to a group action on its 1{cubulation C1(X).
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Y-walls X-walls

Z-walls

Y
Y

Y

-1

0

1 X1

X0

X-1

Z1

Z0

Z-1

Z

Y X

Figure 3: Walls run across three directions

Example 4.12 We cubulate the 1{skeleton of the hexagonal tiling of the plane.
The choice of halfspaces is independent along the three directions X , Y , Z .
But this is also the case with the choice of halfspaces for the 1{skeleton of the
usual tiling of R3 by 3{dimensional cubes. Since this is already a median graph,
we conclude that it is the 1{cubulation of the hexagonal tiling of the plane.
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